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ABSTRACT

The adverse operating environments encountered by

marine gas tubine components has necessitated the

development of various protective coating systems.

Diffusion aluminide coatings have been used successfully for

many years to enhance the hot corrosion resistance of

turbine blades and vanes. Recently, it has been found that

by modifying these standard aluminide coatings with a thin

platinum underlay, significant improvements in high

temperature corrosion resistance can be achieved. Using a

laboratory furnace specifically modified to reproduce hot

corrosion attack morphologies, the effects of selected

platinum-aluminide coating deposition variables were

investigated on two nickel-base superalloy substrates (IN-

100 and IN-738).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The United States Navy is presently engaged in some of

the most ambitious ship acquisition programs instituted

since the end of World War II. Virtually all new combatants

entering the fleet or currently under construction will rely

on the marine gas turbine, not only for their main propul-

sion requirements, but ships service power generation as

well. Some inherent advantages afforded by gas turbines

include compact installation, rapid startups from cold iron,

quick power response, as well as reduced maintenance down-

time associated with its modular construction. Due mainly

to these assets, the propulsor selected for use aboard the

DD-963 SPRUANCE class destroyers, FFG-7 PERRY class

frigates, and CG-47 TICONDEROGA class cruisers was the

LM2500 gas turbine engine. [Ref. 1]

The LM2500 is a marinized derivative of the CF6/TF39

aircraft engine core which had proven to be a reliable prime

mover for the C5A transport aircraft. In order to evaluate

the in-service performance and environmental resistance of

LM2500 components, the MSC container ship CALLAGHAN was

converted for use as a marine gas turbine test platform.

During the initial performance trials conducted in the late

1960's, it was assumed that sustained, full power test runs

would provide the most adverse engine operating environment
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possible. This assumption had been based on previous

aircraft engine corrosion experience which had shown that

high temperature hot corrosion of the first stage HP turbine

blades was normaliy a major life-limiting consideration.

However, as the LM2500 test program continued, it was

unexpectedly discovered that at low engine power levels,

corrosion rates were actually much greater than those

previously experienced during high power operation. These

findings were substantiated by similar observations made by

NAVAIR involving low-flying aircraft that operated in close

proximity to marine environments. This was the Navy's first

encounter with the marine-induced degradation mechanism most

commonly referred to as low temperature hot corrosion. (Ref.

21

By the early 1970's, several NAVSEA sponsored research

efforts were underway in an attempt to characterize this

previously unrecognized form of hot corrosion and to

determine the kinetics involved. Concurrently, in an

attempt to improve turbine blade life, multistage filtration

demisters were installed in the ship's air intake plenums to

prevent the ingestion of sea salts directly into the engine.

It was quickly realized, however, that even the most

elaborate air filtration schemes were still only partially

successful in extracting seawater aerosols from the entering

combustion air. Design and cost limitations dictated that

other approaches be explored. Subsequent research revealed
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that a reduction in the sulfur content of the fuel would

also help reduce the rate of hot corrosion attack. The

additional distillation processing that would be required,

however, was found to be both involved and uneconomical.

These processing difficulties made it strategically imprac-

tical to commit naval ships to higher grades of fuel which

might not be as readily available. [Ref. 3]

The final option available to design engineers was to

improve the hot corrosion resistance of the turbine blade

materials themselves. The approach that had been taken in

blade development to date was to utilize nickel and cobalt-

based superalloys to provide the requisite high temperature

strength and ductility while using diffusion aluminide

coatings to furnish the necessary- surface stability and high

temperature corrosion resistance. However, since the

service life of marine gas turbines was still significantly

shorter than their aircraft engine counterparts, expanded

basic research in superalloy development and coating system

design became a high priority item. As a result of this

research it was determined that diffusion aluminide coatings

modified by an initial platinum underlay significantly

improved the overall hot corrosion resistance, especially in

the high temperature regime (800-1000'C). These coating

types witn their improved protectivity characteristics have

been the major thrust of an ongoing research effort here at

the Naval Postgraduate School. This NAVAIR sponsored study

10



is an extension of that previous research and attempts to

further clarify substrate/coating interactions and the

structural effects that may be involved, while screening new

platinum-aluminide coating systems in order to rank their

relative hot corrosion resistance capabilities.

I'
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II. BACKGROUND

A. SUPERALLOY MATERIALS

Historically, the evolution of the gas turbine engine

design has been substantially controlled by advances made

concurrently in the field of high temperature materials.

Since its inception, the major limitation to improved engine

performance haE invariably been connected to the maximum

allowable temperature within the high pressure turbine inlet

immediately following the combustor. Ideally, only high

strength, temperature-capable alloys with inherently high

environmental resistance should be utilized in these-

critical engine areas. Unfortunately, alloy compositions

chosen to optimize the thermo-mechanical criteria for gas

turbine applications are generally less capable in the area

of hot corrosion resistance and a performance compromise has

had to be made. The current materials approach has been to

develop turbine component base metals which provide not only

the requisite high temperature mechanical properties, but a

moderate environmental resistance as well. Additional

surface stability is then furnished through the application

of a corrosion resistance coating to the airfoil hot-gas-

path surfaces. The enhanced protectivity afforded by this

coating is derived frmin its ability to form a stable surface
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li oxide layer without significantly degrading the mechanical

properties of the underlying substrate metal.

Superalloys, the materials employed within marine gas

turbines, must poisess a broad spectrum of thermal and

mechanical properties. These complex alloy systems

generally consist of nickel or cobalt as their principal

constituent with small to moderate percentages of uip to

twelve alloying elements added to achieve the desired

material characteristice. The properties generally con-

sidered most essential for gas turbine applications include:

1.. an ability to maintain creep-rupture strength at
elevated temperatures

2. sufficient ductility throughout a broad temperature
range to resist brittle fracture

3. light weight but with a high stiffness coefficient

4. good thermal fatigue resistance

•. some inherent resistance to surface degradation by
i oxidation and hot corrosion.

r The choice of wh~ich superalloy to use for a particular

engine compo~nent i• usually dictated by the anticipated

temperature/stress conditions and specific duty cycle

involved. Cobalt-baoed superalicys are intrinsically rnore

temperature-capable and corrosion resistant than their

nickel-based counterparts, due in part to their high cobalt

and chromium contents respectively. Their load bearing

capabilities are somewhat limited, however, and are there-

fore used primarily for combuistor sheeting and nozzle guide

13



vanes. Nickel-based superal]oys, on the other hand,

generally have a lower melting temperature yet much greater

residual creep strength and are used mainly for turbine

blading as well as some of the later stage vanes.

Nickel-based superalloys derive their high strength from

a fine assemblage of ordered gamma prime (y') cuboids

embedded in a disordered gamma (y) phase matrix. The y'

phase refers to any of the ordered second phase intermetal-

lic compounds formed from nickel and either aluminum,

titanium, niobium, or tantalum (or combination thereof).

The coherent face-centered cubic stucture of the y' crystals

is highly resistant to deformation, particularly at elevated

temperatures, which enables it to effectively pin moving

dislocations in place. The resultant coherency strains make

it much more difficult for single dislocations to transit

through the microstructure thereby strengthening the

superalloy considerably. In general, the more y' phase

precipitates present, while still maintaining a continuous

y phase matrix, the stronger the material becomes. [Ref.4]

In nickel-based superalloys, additional mechanical

strength can be achieved by adding small amounts of

molybdenum or tungsten to form second phase carbides which

contribute to grain boundary strengthening. Additions of

cobalt will raise the y' solvus temperature, thus enhanc-

ing high temperature capabilities, while aluminum and chrom-

ium both form protective oxides which improve hot corrosion

14



resistance. Unfortunately, the same increases in chromium

which are used to improve environmental resistance, decrease

the yl' solvus temperature and therefore degrade the alloy's

maximum useful strength. With technological pressure for

improved creep strength at increasingly higher operating

temperatures, there has been a tendency to increase the

amount of the y' forming elements at the expense of the

overall chromium content. This concomitant reduction in

chromium has in turn substantially reduced the intrinsic hot

corrosion resistance of nickel-based superalloys. This

dilemma led to a reassessment of turbine blade design

criteria and necessitated increases in material complexity

through the use of protective coating systems. Today,

virtually all marine gas turbine hot-gas-path components are

protected with coatings. [Ref. 5]

B. CORROSION MECHANISMS

The surface degradation of marine gas turbine components

is mainly the result of three distinctly separate modes of

attack. These known mechanisms for which specific

morphologies have been identified include high temperature

oxidation, low temperature hot corrosion (LTHC), and high

temperature hot corrosion (HTHC). At temperatures below

600*C corrosion attack is relatively insignificant since

contaminants are in the solid phase with little propensity

to form molten deposits on airfoil surfaces. Above 800 0C

high temperature oxidation begins to become significant, and

15



at temperatures in excess of 1000°C it emerges as the

dominant mode of surface attack. In the intervening

temperature region, two morphologically unique forms of

accelezated corrosion occur. These two modes are collec-

tively referred to as hot corrosion, which has been further

subdivided into the low temperature (600-800 0 C) regime and

the high temperature (800-1000*C) regime. All three of

these temperature dependent mechanisms are particularly

aggressive in the marine environment and can quickly become

performance limiting, especially for those engine components

having close life-time tolerances by design. [Ref. 6]

1. High Temperature Oxidation

Oxidation of superalloy components occurs when hot

combustion gases, which invariably contain a residual

partial pressure of oxygen, come in contact with exposed

metal atoms to form metallic oxide(s). These surface oxides

have a lower overall activity than the base metal from which

they were produced. Susceptibility of a particular metal

surface to oxidation is therefore dependent upon the free

energy of formation of its metallic oxide. This Gibbs free

energy is reduced (facilitating oxidation) by increased

temperatures and oxygen partial pressures. Surface oxida-

tion of a metal is particularly difficult to suppress at

high temperatures since oxide formation is thermodynamically

favorable for most metals even in the presence of extremely

small amounts of oxygen. Since new oxide scale formation is

16



restricted to the scale/metal interface, oxygen ions mubt

diffuse in through the scale layer or metal ions must

diffuse outward to sustain the reaction. This initial oxide

layer can therefore serve as a diffusion barrier preventing

further attack of the underlying metal, provided it has a

relatively low diffusivity for 02 or metal ions, can resist

cracking, and remains adherent. [Refs. 7,8]

In most contemporary superalloy systems, oxidation

rates can be reduced through the formation of a selected

oxide layer. What this process entails is for one of the

alloying elements to be selectively oxidized to form its

metal oxide, thereby suppressing the oxide formation of the

other elements which have less affinity for the oxygen. In

the initial stages of high temperature oxidation, exposed

metal atoms on the surface compete in oxide formation until

the most thermodynamically stable oxide dominates. As a

result of its formation kinetics, which favor lateral

growth, this dominant protective oxide continues to grow

until it forms a continuous surface layer. At this point,

there is a parabolic decrease in the rate of oxidation and

the surface stabilizes. If, on the other hand, the dominant

oxide that forms turns out to be porous, discontinuous, or

non-adherent, metal oxidation rates will not slow and

component failure will become an eventuality. [Ref. 9]

Nickel-based superalloys principally develop a

selective oxide layer of chromia (Cr203), although the

17
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preferred alumina (Al20 3 ) can also be formed. High tempera-

ture cyclic exposure and oxide growth stresses have a

tendency to crack these protective scales, which can then

spall off leaving behind localized patches of unoxidized

metal. Protective surface oxides will continue to reform by

a selected oxidation of the chromium (or aluminum) until

these elements reach a critical level of depletion locally

within the substrate. At this point, less stable oxides

such as NiO or CrO begin to dominate, accompanied by an

accelerated rate of oxidation attack. [Refs. 9,10]

2. High Temperature Hot Corrosion

High temperature hot corrosion (HTHC) is an aggres-

sive, accelerated form of oxidation which attacks marine gas

turbine blades and vanes directly exposed to the flow of hot

combustion gas products. HTHC occurs primarily as a result

of sodium salts which enter with the intake air, reacting

with contaminants ingested with the fuel to form sodium

sulfate (Na 2 SO4 ) and related compounds such as V20 5. Sodium

sulfate along with the vanadates (V 2 0 5 , etc.) can then form

molten deposits on the surface of gas turbine airfoils.

This molten salt mixture in the presence of a partial

pressure of S02/SO3 provided by the combustion gases,

generates a fluxing (dissolving) of the protective oxide

scale and inhibits its reformation. If allowed to progress

unchecked, catastrophic attack of the underlying substrate

metal will result. [Ref. li1
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HTHC is often referred to as Type I hot corrosion

since it was the first unique morphology encountered. HTHC

is most prevalent in the 800-1000lC temperature range and is

easily recognized by a characteristic zone of aluminum

depletion in advance of the corrosion front. A second

common feature of HTHC attack is the presence of sulfide

phase (AlS, CrS) byproducts contained within the aluminum

depletion zone. These sulfides may form along grain

boundaries or exist as independent extrusions which impart a

rough, mottled appearance to this type of attack. Interest-

ingly, it was due to these sulfides that the misnomer

"sulfidation" attached itself to HTHC. (Ref. 12]

The kinetics of HTHC can be viewed as a two stage

process of initiation and propagation. The first stage,

initiation, does not require the presence of a contaminating

mixture of sulfates and (S0 2 /S0 3 ) generally associated with

hot corrosion. During this stage, the degradation process

is relatively slow, as an initial reaction product scale

forms in a manner similar to simple oxidation. Chromium and

aluminum diffuse outward to form an internal oxide layer

underneath the external surface scale. This internal oxide

layer forms a protective barrier which continues to be

replenished as required by the diffusion of chromium and

aluminum from the surrounding substrate. The initiation

stage ends when this local chromium/aluminum reservoir

19



becomes sufficiently depleted to allow the surface barrier

to be effectively penetrated. [Ref. 11]

The second stage, propagation, proceeds at a much

faster rate than initiation. The salt fluxing reactions

that occur in this stage can be viewed as either basic or

acidic. Basic fluxing occurs when there is a reaction

between oxide ions generated by sodium sulfate dissociation

within the deposit and the outer protective oxide scale.

For basic fluxing to sustain its corrosive attack, the

sodium sulfate must be continually renewed. On the other

hand, acidic fluxing, which is considered to be much more

devastating, involves the transport of oxide ions from the

protective oxide scale to the molten deposit. Acidic

fluxing reactions can be further subdivided into alloy

induced or gas phase induced, depending on the source of the

acidic component. Alloy induced acidic fluxing occurs when

the superalloy refractory metals (i.e., molybdenum,

tungsten, and vanadium) form oxides in the sodium sulfate

deposit. These refractory metal oxides cause the deposit to

become acidic which permits this particular HTHC mechanism

to become self-sustaining without the necessity for addi-

tional sodium sulfate. Conversely, gas phase induced acidic

fluxing occurs when the presence of an acidic component of

the combustion gas products (SO 3 ) generates a deficiency of

oxide ions within the sodium sulfate deposit. The protec-

tive oxide layer then dissociates as it furnishes oxide ions

20



to the deposit. A continual supply of sulfur trioxide would

therefore be required to sustain this gas phase induced

fluxing reaction. (Ref. 111

Any number of these mechanisms may be present under

specific operating conditions, however, sulfur induced

degradation, basic fluxing, and alloy induced acidic fluxing

are normally the only ones of significance in the HTHC

temperature regime. Gas phase induced acidic fluxing is

generally associated with corrosion at lower temperatures

(650-750*C) and is considered to be the principle mechanism

for LTHC. Table I includes an overall summary of the hot

corrosion mechanisms and their most probable formation

reactions. [Refs. 11,13]

3. Low Temperature Hot Corrosion

As demonstrated aboard the GTS CALLAGHAN, marine gas

turbine engines operating at reduced power levels experi-

enced a more devastating corrosion attack than those

previously tested at high power. This new form of degrada-

tion was designated Type II hot corrosion and was found to

occur in the 600-800 0 C temperature range, well below the

Na 2 SO 4 melting point of 884*C. This inconsistency can be

accounted for by the fact that a molten eutectic combination

such as (Na 2 SO 4 + NiS0 4 ), with a melting point as low as

575 0 C, actually condenses onto the airfoil surfaces at these

lower temperatures. This molten salt mixture penetrates

into the oxide layer at cracks and other surface

21



imperfections resulting in severe localized pitting as shown

in Figures B.13(a) and B.15(a). In addition to this charac-

teristic pitting, there is also a sharply defined corrosion

front with few sulfides and no aluminum depletion zone

associated with this form of attack. [Ref. 11]

The preferential removal of aluminum from the

superalloy surface during LTHC again occurs as a two stage

process. The first stage, initiation, can he regarded as

the formation of a molten eutectic salt deposit on the

engine component surface. LTHC then propagates by a gas

phase induced acidic fluxing which requires a constant

supply of sulfite (SO 3 ) at the liquid/alloy interface and

-the presence of 02 and S02 partial pressure gradients across

the deposit. At these lower temperatures, the presence of

the SO 3 further suppresses the melting point of sodium

sulfate and results in an accelerated sulfur transfer

through the melt. Aluminum and sulfite ions then react to

form A1 2 (SO 3 ) 3 which is stable due to the existence of a

high S03/02 partial pressure ratio at the salt/alloy inter-

face. As the A1 2 (S0 3 ) 3 diffuses away from this interface to

areas of the melt where the partial pressure of 02 is

higher, a free energy reduction again favors the formation

of the metal oxide phase resulting in a reprecipitation of

A1 2 0 3 . This relocated Al20 3 is no longer part of the con-

tinuous surface oxide layer, but rather a dispersion of non-

protective precipitates. [Ref. 11]
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As temperatures increase, the SO 3 pressure

decreases, so there is less likelihood of forming the

conditions necessary to initiate acidic fluxing reactions.

This situation arises since the sulfide ions form a larger

proportion of the S0 2 /SO 3 equilibrium combination at these

higher temperatures. Therefore, the extensive surface

pitting generated during the LTHC process normally dimini-

shes above 800*C where then HTHC becomes the more dominant

mode of attack. Figure B.1 displays the relative rates at

which these two general forms of hot corrosion occur and the

temperature ranges where they become most dominant.[Ref. 11]

C. PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEMS

The wide variety of hot corrosion mechanisms and the

broad temperature ranges in which they occur, presents a

multifaceted challenge to the developers of superalloy

protective coatings. These coating systems must depend upon

the stability and effectiveness of metal oxide reaction

products to form an environmental barrier against further

oxidation and hot corrosion attack. In addition to enhanc-

ing surface capabilities, the following basic coating system

design requirements must be considered:

1. High mechanical strength is necessary, but with

sufficient inherent ductility to accommodate substrate

dimensional changes during transient loading

conditions.
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2. Chemical compatibility with the superal1oy substrate

must exist so that the coating will remain adherent.

Heat treating the applied coating can promote better

adherence, however, pronounced interdiffusion of

coating elements with the substrate can degrade both

the coating's ability to maintain a continuous

protective barrier and substrate mechanical properties

through dilution effects. Additionally, improper

diffusion heat treatments can result in a growth or

resolution of superalloy strengthening phases further

reducing the component's mechanical integrity.

3. Compatibility between coating and substrate thermal

expansion coefficients must exist to prevent mismatch

induced strains and thermal fatigue cracking from

occurring during service.

4. Total cost of the coating in relation to the com-

ponent's equivalent service life extension must be

considered. This cost analysis should include some

input as to the coating's ability to be reconditioned

and the complexity of the processes required.

5. Careful quality control must exist during the coating

deposition process to prevent blocking or otherwise

constricting any of the elaborate internal cooling

passages that commonly exist within advanced gas

turbine components. Blade dimensional tolerances must

be closely monitored to prevent excessive coating
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buildups from interfering with the aerodynamic

efficiency of the engine. (Ref. 14]

The three most widely used high temperature coatings are

the thermal barrier, the overlay or metallic cladding, and

the diffusion type. Ceramic thermal overlays are applied to

enhance the service life of low-load bearing engine

components such as sheet metal combustion liners and exhaust

ducts. This type of coating offers the dual advantage of

excellent environmental resistance along with high insula-

tive qualities which effectively lowers the substrate metal

temperature. This permits higher turbine inlet temperatures

to be utilized and also reduces cooling air requirements.

Although attempts have been made to use thermal barrier

coatings on more highly loaded turbine airfoils, limited

success has been achieved due mainly to adherence problems

and the inherently brittle nature of ceramics. [Ref. 151

Overlay coatings are essentially metallic claddings,

applied by a line-of-sight plasma spray or physical vapor

deposition (PVD) technique. These metallic overlays are

virtually independent systems as they do not significantly

interact with the underlying substrate elements. Therefore,

overlays degrade component mechanical properties to a much

lesser extent than other coating types. This non-

interactive feature allows the composition of overlays to be

optimized to counterbalance anticipated environmental

conditions. Difficulties have been encountered, however, in
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the line-of-sight coating of internal cooling passages,

deposition quality control, and in the containment of

processing costs which combine to make this type of coating

commercially less attractive. [Ref. 16]

Diffusion aluminide coatings are most commonly applied

to superalloy components by an inexpensive method called

pack cementation. This process is conducted in a retort

containing a semi-permeable mixture of aluminum-rich

metallic powders, a halide to achieve aluminum transport,

and an inert diluent of refractory oxide powder. This pack

mixture is then subjected to an appropriate heating schedule

in order to produce a metallic halide vapor which effects

the elemental transport of aluminum to the component

surface. The resulting coating structure consists of an

inner reaction-diffusion zone at the coating/substrate

interface and one or two outer zones consisting of various

aluminum-rich intermetallic compounds. These intermetallic

compounds usually include a 8 (NiAl) phase for nickel-based

superalloy substrates. Upon exposure to. an oxidizing

environment, a surface layer of alumina (A1 2 0 3 ) forms which

serves as an environmental barrier against further consump-

tion of the base metal. If cyclic operating conditions

should happen to crack or spall this protective oxide scale,

the exposed unoxidized aluminide quickly reacts to form a

new layer of protective alumina. This replenishment process

will continue as long as a sufficient aluminum reservoir of
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NiAl exist* locally within the coating structure. Theoreti-

cally, this would imply that the thicker the applied

coating, the more protection it would subsequently afford,

Unfortunately, coatings thicker than about 75-i00m are not

generally practical, as the high aluminum concentration will

induce cracking. [Ref. 171

By varying the aluminum activity in the pack and the

deposition temperature, two archetypical coating structures

will result. Diffusion coatings can be classified as either

inward or outward, in reference to the initial method of

aluminum incorporation in their formation.

1. Inward type coatings are formed by a low temperature

high activity ,(LTHA) process which produces an inward

diffusion of aluminum into the substrate during the

aluminizing step. The high aluminum activity in the

pack along with the relatively low processing tempera-

ture/time (760*C/1 hour) combine to generate a coating

with a high aluminum gradient consisting mainly of an

intermetallic phase based on 6 (Ni 2A13 ). This as-

formed coating of 6 has a relatively low melting temp-

erature and is much too brittle for practical use.

The aluminizing treatment is therefore followed by a

diffusion heat treatment (1080 0 C/4-6 hours) conducted

within an inert environment to effect the transforma-

tion to and growth of a single B (NiAl) phase. This

post-coating heat treatment also helps restore
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substrate mechanical properties degraded during the

aluminizing process. A three-zone coating structure

consisting of an aluminum-rich 8 phase with substrate

element precipitates typically emerges. The outer

zone generally consists of a fine B phase with carbide

precipitates distributed throughout. These substrate

element carbides frequently extend out to the coating

surface providing initiation sites that can accelerate

local attack. The B phase intermediate zone is devoid

of carbide precipitates and is often referred to as

the "denuded zone". The inner coating layer is an

interdiffusion zone composed primarily of a B (NiAl)

matrix with an interdispersion of carbides and

substrate element-rich precipitates. This zone is

generally considered to be non-protective due to the

presence of a brittle, finger-like a (NiCr) phase

which provides a ready avenue for the corrosion attack

to reach the underlying substrate.

2. Outward type coatings are formed by a high temperature

(1050*C/4 hours) low activity (HTLA) proce3s. Due to

this lower pack activity, aluminum is incorporated

into the coating by way of an outward diffusion of

nickel from the substrate through the 8 (NiAI) layer

which produces a low gradient of aluminum. A two zone

coating structure develops, with a nickel-rich outer

layer of 6 devoid of precipitates from the original
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substrate elements. Again, the interdiffusion zone is

non-protective, comprised mainly of an aluminum-rich

8/nickle-poor substrate phase mixture. This zone also

contains various precipitates formed from those

elements of the alloy substrate not completely soluble

within the B. Since the HTLA process is conducted

above the stability temperature of 6 (Ni 2A13 ), subse-

quent heat treatments are not normally required. It

should be noted, however, that HTLA coatings require

significantly longer formation times than inward type

coatings. This is a result, in part, of the low

diffusion coefficient of nickel in 8 forcing slower

overall growth rates. Any foreign particles attached

to the component surface prior to the aluminizing

process will be entrapped within the interior of the

coating, thereby marking the position of the initial

surface. Metallic powders from the pack can become

embedded in the external zone of the coating during

the aluminizing step producing metallic inclusions

which can modify the corrosion behavior of the coating

considerably. Typical inward and outward aluminide

coating structures are shown in Figures B.4(a) and

B.6(a) respectively. [Ref. 181.

Many elements have been used in an attempt to modify

conventional diffusion aluminide coatings. The most

beneficial of these elements has been chromium and the noble
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metals such as platinum. Normally a modified coating is

formed through a two step deposition process. First a thin

(6-12um) layer of the modifying element (platinum) is

electrodeposited onto the substrate surface and a diffusion

heat treatment is performed to facilitate its bonding. For

chromium modification, a vapor phase chromizing process is

utilized. The modifying element is then incorporated into

the coating during the subsequent aluminizing process (HTLA

or LTHA). The structure of these modified coatings can be

controlled by varying the modifying element deposition

thickness, pre-aluminizing diffusion heat treatment

parameters, and/or the aluminizing process itself to include

its subsequent heat treatment schedule. (Ref. 3.91

Chromium was one of the first elements used to modify

aluminide coatings, and greatly enhanced LTHC resistance due

to the formation of a protective layer of chromia (Cr 2 0 3 ).

This chromia layer, unfortunately, does not provide addi-

tional HTHC resistance as Cr 2 0 3 volatilizes at temperatures

above 850 0 C and prevents a continuous chrcmia layer from

forming. Still chromium does contribute to HTHC resistance

indirectly by decreasing the amount of aluminum required to

form alumina (A1 2 0 3 ) in nickel-aluminum systems. (Ref. 20]

The two general catagories of chromaluminide coatings

which exist depend principally upon the method of aluminum

incorporation used subsequent to the diffusion of chromium
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into the substrate surface. These two archetype structures

can be described as follows:

1. LTRA chromium-modified aluminldes are formed by an

inward diffusion of aluminum on a chromium enriched

surface and exhibit a standard three zone structure.

a. The outer zone consists of a NiAl matrix which

is fully enriched with chromium (.3 atom

percent). Chromium in excess of this amount

exists as a distribution of fine second phase a-

Cr precipitates.

b. The intermediate zone is a single phase 0 (NiAl)

denuded of substrate element precipitates.

c. The innermost layer is an interdiffusion zone

consisting primarily of chromium carbides dis-

tributed in an NiAl matrix. [Ref. 21]

2. HTLA chromium-modified aluminides are developed by an

outward diffusion of nickel and typically develop a

two zone structure.

a. The outer layer consists of a phase pure 6

(NiAl) matrix saturated with substrate elements

that diffuse outward concurrently with the

nickel. Due to the low solubility of chromium

in NiAl, this zone has little chromium except

for a lean distribution of pack mix particles

embedded near the coating surface by the outward

diffusion of nickel through the 8.
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b. The chromium enriched region between the phase

pure NiAl outer layer and the interdiffusion

zone serves as the inner zone. The chromium

concentrates in this area to fill the void

created by the outward diffusion of nickel. The

inner zone contains a variety of refractory

metal-rich precipitates such as chromium

carbides, a-Cr, and TCP phases within an NiAl

matrix. (Ref. 21]

More recently a layer of platinum has been electrodepos-

ited onto the substrate surface prior to the aluminizing

process on the premise that it would serve as a diffusion

barrier permitting a greater proportion of the aluminum to

remain near the coating surface. This concept was proven to

be erroneous, however, as aluminum was found to freely

diffuse through the platinum layer with the platinum

remaining concentrated at the coating surface as PtA1 2 and

Pt 2 A13. Consequently, the platinum concentration gradient

that develops is highest at the surface, but, rapidly

diminishes as the interdiffusion zone is approached.

(Ref. 22]

Platinum additions, nevertheless, greatly enhance the

HTHC performance of diffusion aluminide coatings. Improve-

ments of up to four times the oxidation resistance and six

times the HTHC resistance have been reported. (Ref. 23]
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These significant advances have been ascribed to the effect

that platinum has on improving A12 0 3 scale adhesion and

cracking resistance# although the exact mechanisms have not

been conclusively established as yet. Although platinum was

found to significantly inhibit the basic fluxing mechanism

of BTHC, it offered little improvement in suppressing the

gas phase induced acidic fluxing of LTHC except when a

"critical platinum-aluminum phase (possibly PtA1 2 ) is

continuous at the coating surface". [Ref. 24] Attempts are

currently underway to incorporate both chromium and platinum

additions into commercial diffusion aluminide coatings in

order to optimize their overall hot corrosion resistance

capabilities% These triplex Pt-Cr-Al coatings develop some

very complex structures and their formation mechanisms are

still not well understood. [Ref. 25]

Boone and Deb (Refs. 26, 27, 20] have investigated the

wide range of processing variables involved in forming

platinum-aluminide coatings on IN-738 substrates and have

characterized the resulting structures. Depending on the

method of aluminum incorporation and the pre-aluminizing

diffu:sion heat treatment used, four general categories of

coatings structures result:

1. Inward type platinum-aluminide coatings are formed by

employing a LTHA aluminizing process subsequent to the

diffusion of a platinum layer into the substrate

surface. By minimizing the pre-aluminizing diffusion
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heat treatment, a single phase, four zone structure

developst

a. The surface zone consists of a platinum-rich

single phase of PtA1 2. Random grit blast par-

ticles are generally present in a shallow zone

at the initial substrate surface/platinum

overlay interface. These particles serve as

excellent diffusion markers indicating that the

coating grows primarily by the inward diffusion

of aluminum.

b. The outer intermediate zone is composed of

either a fine assemblage of platinum-rich

precipitates contained within an aluminum

enriched NiAl matrix or aluminum-rich NiAl

precipitate within a continuous PtA1 2 phase.

c. The inner intermediate zone is a single phase 8

(NiAl) rich in nickel and denuded or any other

phases or substrate element precipitates.

d. The innermost zone is referred to as the

interdiffusion zone and consists of an aluminum-

rich 8 (NiAl) matrix with insoluble substrate

elements and carbides distributed throughout.

Longer platinum pre-diffusion heat treatments result in

a three zone coating structure as follows:

a. The outer zone consists of a platinum-rich PtAl 2

phase within an NiAl matrix rich in aluminum.
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b. The intermediate zone is a single NiAl phase.

c. The innermost zone is again an interdiffusion

zone as described above.

2. Outward type platinum-aluminide coating structures are

formed using a HTLA aluminizing process resulting in a

lower overall aluminum gradient. By minimizing the

pre-aluminizing diffusion heat treatment, a two zone

structure typically develops:

a. The outer zone is a platinum-rich PtAl 2 phase.

b. The intermediate zone consists of a PtA1 2 phase

dispersed within a nickel-rich NiAl matrix.

c. An interdiffuslon zone is once again located

between the intermediate zone and the underlying

substrate.

Longer pre-diffusion heat treatments result in a two

phase, three zone structure:

a. The surface zone consists of a non-continuous

layer of platinum-rich PtA1 2 precipitates con-

tained within an aluminum-rich NiAl matrix.

b. The intermediate zone is a single phase NiAl

rich in nickel, void of any other phases or

substrate element precipitates.

c. The inner zone is the interdiffusion zone

consisting primarily of refractory metal

carbides in an NiAl matrix.
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In all of the low activity Pt-Al coatings, stable

substrate element carbides and pack grit particles (when

present) are found throughout the inner coating zone. These

particles serve as inert diffusion markers showing that the

growth of the coating was predominantly by the outward

diffusion of nickel.

Based upon the above background discussion of modified

coating systems, it is readily apparent that a diversity of

structures currently exist. By varying the sequence of the

modifying element deposition anrd changing pre-aluminizing

diffusion treatments/aluminizing processes, an attempt will

be made to alter these standard structures in order to

optimize their hot corrosion resistance capabilities.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. BACKGROUND

In an attempt to simulate actual marine gas turbine

service conditions in the laboratory, several accelerated

hot corrosion test rigs have been devised. The more closely

the experimental apparatus duplicates these dynamic hot

corrosion conditions, the more complex, costly, and time

consuming the testing becomes. Pressurized burner rigs and

simple burner rigs are the two methods which strive to

duplicate actual engine variables most realistically.

Pressurized burner rigs simulate these conditions best by

allowing complete control of the pressure, temperature,

velocity and composition of the hot combustion gas products.

Gas velocities as high as 2000 ft/sec have been attained,

however, the production and operating costs of such complex

test apparatus limits its utilization. Simple burner rigs,

on the other hand, although unable to control the combustion

gas pressure or velocity as closely, greatly reduce the

overall expense and complexity of the requisite laboratory

equipment. In both of these methods, higher than normal

concentrations of seawater contaminants are injected into

the combustion chamber air supply or dissolved into the fuel

in an attempt to minimize the time required to produce

measurable corrosion attack. [Ref. 291
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A third technique for conducting accelerated hot

corrosion testing is through the use of a laboratory

furnace. This method attempts to duplicate the actual local

conditions which occur on the airfoil surfaces of a marine

gas turbine engine (i.e., a salt deposit and a slight S02 +

S03 overpressure). Test specimens are first sprayed with an

aqueous salt solution, then dried and placed into the

isothermal section of the furnace. An air/sulfur dioxide

gas mixture flows through the furnace producing an

aggressive environment in which hot corrosion readily

occurs. The direct application of contaminating salt onto

the specimens greatly accelerates the initiation stage of

hot corrosion and produces significant coating degradation

after only a few days of exposure. Because of its relative

simplicity, this method is particularly useful in providing

preliminary rankings of coating performance so that the most

resistant coating systems can then be selected for further,

more detailed evaluation.

B. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A horizontal, resistance-type I boratory furnace with a

2 1/2 inch ID Hastelloy-X furnace tube was specifically

modified for use in hot corrosion studies at NPS. The

furnace was calibrated such that a six inch isothermal hot

zone existed in the center portion of the furiiace. The hot

zone temperature is able to be maintained to within ±5°C of
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the desired set point temperature through the use of a

proportional controller and digital pyrometer combination.

Low pressure compressed air is regulated and passed

through moisture indicating "drierite" desiccant at a rate

of 2000 ml/min. This dry air is mixed with anhydrous sulfur

dioxide at a controlled flow rate of 5 ml/min to provide an

overall 0.25 volume percent air/SO2 mixture to the furnace

front. The gas mixture enters the furnace and flows

throughout its length contained within a 3/8 inch OD

stainless steel tube in order to preheat the air/SO2 mixture

and obtain S0 2 /SO 3 equilibrium prior to coming in contact

with the test specimens. The spent gas mixture is exhausted

through a flask of dilute sodium hydroxide solution to

prevent any SO 2 from being discharged into the laboratory.

C. HOT CORROSION TESTING PROCEDURES

Commercially cast IN-100 and IN-738 pin-type specimens

(approximately 0.6 centimeters in diameter) formed the basis

for this investigation. The £ nominal. weight percent

compositions are delineated within %1ables II and III. [Ref.

30] These cast superalloy pins were surface ground and

solution heat treated prior to the commencement of the

coating process. Platinum was initially electrodeposited

onto the specimen surface to a thickness of 3-10

micrometers. This deposition was followed by a

prealuminizing diffusion heat treatment conducted under

vacuum. A specific alumini;Ang treatment (either HTLA or
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LTHA) was then performed using a pack cementation or CVD

process. A post coating heat treatment (1080*C/4 hours)

normally followed to complete the coating process. The

specimen coating descriptions, deposition variables, and

other relevant parameters are summarized in Table IV.

The cylindrical-shaped pins received from the coating

suppliers were sectioned into. 2 centimeter test lengths

suitable for use in the laboratory furnace. Additionally, a

small sample was cut and mounted to provide "as received"

coating microstructural baselines. Ends exposed by the

cutting procedure were covered with an aluminum slurry

repair compound to minimize the attack of these uncoated

areas. (Additionally, no salt solution was applied to these

endpieces.) Once dimensions were recorded, the surface area

of each sample was calculated. The specimens were then

cleaned with ethanol to remove surface oils and preheated in.

a convection oven at 170 0 C to evaporate any residual

moisture. Using an analytical balance, the samples were

weighed and then reheated in the convection oven for

approximately twenty minutes to facilitate an even

deposition of the contaminating salt. After removal from

the oven a second time, and while still hot, salt in the

form of a hydrated Na 2 SO 4 /MgSO 4 - 60/40 mole percent

solution was sprayed onto the samples which were then

inserted back into the oven to dry. The pin specimens were

removed from the oven, cooled and reweighed on the
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microbalance to determine the weight gain of salt that had

been obtained. This procedure was repeated until a nominal

salt weight gain equivalent to 1.5 mg/cm2 was achieved for

each specimen. For HTHC, where corrosion penetration rates

* are much lower, a nominal 2.0 mg/cm2 coating was used to

provide a more concentrated flux of molten salt.

After the salting procedure was completed, the specimens

were placed in a specimen holder composed of A12 0 3 base fire

brick and inserted into the tube furnace hot zone. A hot

zone temperature of 7Q00 C was maintained during LTHC testing

and 900 0 C for the HTHC runs. A flowing gas mixture

consisting of 2000 ml/min of dry air and 5 ml/min of sulfur

dioxide gas was established through the furnace rig. After

a 20 hour exposure cycle in this corrosive environment, -the

specimens were removed from the furnace, air cooled to room

temperature, visually examined, resalted and inserted back

into the furnace for the next 20 hour cycle. For LTHC

testing, a total of five 20 hour cycles produced an

appropriate depth of corrosion attack, while for HTHC

testing, ten 20 hour cycles of exposure were necessary.

Specimen positions within the holder were rotated after each

20 hour cycle to ensure that any small temperature non-

uniformities that existed within the furnace hot zone would

have a minimal effect on the testing.
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D. SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND DATA ACQUISITION

Upon completion of the requisite number of 20 hour

cyclec, both corroded and "as received" specimens were

sectioned, mounted, and prepared for microscopic examination

using standard metallographic procedures. A dilute HNO 3

based etchant (AG-21) was applied to the polished specimen

surface to assist in developing contrast within the coating

structure. A Zeiss light microscope with attached

micrometer verniers was then used to examine the coating

morphology and-to make a quantitative determination of the

severity of the corrosion attack utilizing the Aprigliano

method. Depth of penetration measurements were taken at

400X magnification, every 20 degrees around the specimen

circumference and numerically averaged. This representative

value along with the maximum penetration depth reading were

used to quantify the coating systom performance as outlined

in Tables V and VI.

After the optical evaluation was completed, the etchant

film was removed with acetone and a thin conductive carbon

overlay was deposited onto the surface of the formvar mount

surrounding the specimen. A thin strip of colloidal silver

paint connected the specimen surface to the carbon overlay

to prevent excess static charge from accumulating on the

specimen/mount interface during subsequent electron

microscopy.
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Scanning electron photomicrographs were taken of

selected specimens in order to analyze coating

microstructural features. These backscatter images, which

can be found in Figures B.2 - B.25, show the coating

structure prior to hot corrosion testing (as received) along

with examples of typical surface pitting that resulted from

the LTHC/HTHC attack. Lastly, continuous electron

microprobe scans were made of the coatings in an attempt to

characterize the reaction products present. This was done

by determining the nickel, aluminum, platinum, chromium,

titanium and molybdenum elemental weight percent

concentrations as a function of distance transversed.

Special effort was made to probe those "as received"

specimens that were subjected to complex deposition

treatments in order to detect any unexpected changes in

element distributions that had-occurred. Plots of the

microprobe scan data can also be found in Figures B.2 - B.25.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

The two nickel-based superalloy substrates selected for

use in this investigation were IN-100 (10% chromium) and IN-

73.8 (16% chromium). Their nominal weight percent

compositions are delineated within Tables II and III

respectively. A complete description of the coating

formation processes/deposition parameters that were utilized

are listed within Table IV. Electron microprobe results and

SEM photomicrographs of selected specimens are also

presented in Figures B.2 - B.25. Unfortunately, exact phase

identification was not always possible in this investigation

due to the lack of appropriate phase diagrams within the

literature and an absence of X-ray diffraction data.

A. COATING STRUCTURE MORPHOLOGY

The "as received" test specimens that were evaluated

under hot corrosion conditions can be categorized

structurally as follows:

1. Uncoated Substrate

As previously discussed, the principle difference

between the two superalloys employed in this study was their

chromium content and hence their inherent hot corrosion

resistance. The IN-738 microprobe data presented in Figure

B.2(b) confirms its elemental composition. When placed in a

LTHC environment, selective grain boundary attack appeared
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to dominate an shown in Figure B.3(a). This type of attack

was rather surprising as the more conventional LTHC attack

morphology (i.e., localized pitting) had been expected.

2. LTHA Diffusion Aluminide (No Pt or Cr Additions)

Utilizing a high activity deposition process

resulted in the typical three zone coating structure shown

in Figure B.4(a). The outer zone carbide precipitates and

the underlying "denuded zone" are readily apparent. Figure

B.5(a) reveals the catastrophic nature of the LTHC attack

mechanism and also shows the detached metal oxide reaction

products which no longer afford protection to the underlying

substrate.

3. HTLA Diffusion Aluminide (No Pt or Cr Additions)

.This low aluminum activity deposition process

produces an outward diffusion of nickel. A two zone coating

results with a nickel-rich 'outer layer of B as verified by

the microprobe scan data in Figure B.6(b). This outer layer

of 8 is devoid of substrate element precipitates as

expected. The initial surface is clearly marked by a series

of substrate element precipitates slightly above the

interdiffusion zone as seen in Figure B.6(a). Figure B.7(b)

presents an excellent example of the rough, mottled

morphology that is characteristic of the HTHC mode of

attack.
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4. LTHA Chromium-Modified Aluminide (No Pt Addition)

This coating, formed by an inward diffusion of

aluminum on a chromium enriched surface, produced the

standard three zone structure presented in Figure B.8(a).

The outer zone is fully enriched with chromium as confirmed

by the microprobe scan data within Figure B.8(b). Excess

chromium precipitates out as a fine assemblage of second

phase a-Cr as exhibited by the small, light colored dots

within the outer zone of Figure B.8(a). An intermediate

zone of 0 denuded of substrate element precipitates is also

readily apparent. Figure B.9(a) clearly illustrates the

localized pitting that is characteristic of the LTHC

degradation mechanism.

5. HTLA Chromium-Modified Aluminide (No Pt Addition)

This two zone outward coating consists of an outer

layer of phase pure B, with substrate elements that have

diffused out concurrently with the nickel, forming

precipitates. Much of the chromium is also in the form of

precipitates and is located within the inner regions of the

coating structure, near the interdiffusion zone. This

internal concentration of chromium is confirmed by the

microprobe scan plot of Figure B.10(b).

6. LTHA Platinum-Aluminide (No Cr Addition)

This inward type platinum-modified aluminide

develops the four zone structure previously discussed. The

light colored surface zone of Figure B.14(a) is
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predominantly a platinum-rich layer of PtA1 2. Below that,

in the outer intermediate zone, a fine distribution of

platinum-rich precipitates are contained within an aluminum

enriched NiA1 matrix. The inner intermediate zone is

denuded of any other phases or substrate element

precipitates as expected. Figures B.13(a) and B.15(a)

present some excellent examples of localized LTHC pitting

attack where the outer PtA1 2 layer is left essentially

intact. Figure B.15(b) displays the characteristic HTHC

attack morphology which contrasts markedly from the LTHC

pitting of Figures B.13(a) and B.15(a).

7. ITIA Platinum-Aluminide (No Cr Addition)

This intermediate temperature, intermediate activity

process produced the three zone coating structure of Figure

B.16(a). The outer zone is composed o.f a platinum-rich

PtA1 2 phase within an NiAl mairix. The intermediate zone is

essentially B with a lean distribution of insoluble

substrate element precipitates and carbides located near the

interdiffusion zone. Figure B.17(a) illustrates the

selected undercutting that often develops as part of the

LTHC attack mechanism.

8. !TLA Platinum-Aluminide (No Cr Addition)

The longer pre-diffusion heat treatment used with

this outward coating produced a two phase, three zone

structure as shown in Figure B.18(a). The surface zone

consists of a non-continuous layer of platinum-rich PtA1 2
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precipitates contained within an aluminum-rich NiAl matrix.

The intermediate zone is a single phase of O, rich in nickel

as a result of its outward diffusion. The inner zone is

again an interdiffusion zone consisting primarily of

refractory metal-rich phases and carbides within an NiAI

matrix.

9. Pt + (Cr + Al) - Single Step

The chromium modified platinum-aluminides have

structures that are more complex as a result of the addition

of a second modifying element. The paucity of information

within the literature concerning these types of coatings and

the lack of X-ray diffraction data makes detailed phase

identification ,extremely difficult. As shown in Figure

B.20(a), a three zone coating structure has developed from

this presumed-high activity process. The outer zone appears

to be composed of a platinum enriched phase (possibly PtA1 2 )

and chromium precipitates (probably a-Cr) dispersed within

an NiAl matrix. Although the diffusion step includes both

the deposition of Cr and Al sequentially in a single coating

step, the level of. chromium in the outer coating layer is

only marginally higher than the standard ITIA aluminizing

cycle. The inner coating layer probably consists of

precipitates of both platinum and chromium contained within

an NiAl matrix.
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10. Process B (Pt + Cr + Al) - Two Step

This HTLA two step process produced a three zone

structnre which is quite similar to that of a standard HTLA

platinum-aluminide. From Figures B.22(a) and (b), it can be

established that the outermost zone is most likely a

chromium-rich Pt-Al phase (probably PtA1 2 ) containing some

nickel. This raises the possibility of some significant

chromium solubility in PtAI 2 , a situation not shown in

presently available phase diagrams. In addition, some of

the chromium at the surface is in the form of dispersed

chromium-rich precipitates (a-Cr) generated by the

chromizing process. Since this HTLA aluminizing step

involves a vapor deposition process, no pack mix entrapment

is possible. An intermediate layer of precipitate-free a

appears as the denuded zone in Figure B.22(a). The

interdiffusion zone primarily consists of chromium carbides

within an NiAl matrix as previously seen and discussed.

11. Process D (Cr + Pt + Al) - Two Step

In this process sequence, the order in which the

chromium and platinum are applied has reversed. This

results in a three plus zone structure not typical for most

aluminides or modified aluminides. As shown in Figure

B.23(a), a relatively thick layer of platinum-rich PtA12

appears on the coating surface. The intermediate zone is

most likely a matrix of 6 with an increasing concentration

of c-Cr and other substrate element-rich precipitates. The
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interdiffusion zone again consists of chromium and

refractory metal carbides within an NiAl matrix. This

coating structure appears to combine the effects of the

inward and outward diffusion processes as its structure

possess attributes of both. In practice, while it is

relatively easy to control the aluminizing process in either

the high activity or low activity region of 0, the region

where both Al and Ni are mobile with comparable

diffusivities is very limited and difficult to manage.

Apparently, the presence of chromium enrichment and the

platinum serves to produce an aluminizing process where this

condition occurs.

B. LOW TEMPERATURE HOT CORROSION TEST RESULTS

From the LTHC test data presented in Table V, it is

readily apparent that the most resistant coatings against

LTHC attack were the HTLA/ITIA platinum-aluminides and the

Process D (Cr + Pt + Al) coating. These coating structures

improved hot corrosion resistance regardless of which

substrate was used. This enhanced LTHC protectivity can

undoubtably be attributed to the high density of PtA1 2 at or

near the coating surface. Underneath the primary PtA1 2

surface layer was a thick two-phase zone of PtAI 2 within an

NiAl matrix. After the initial PtAl 2 surface layer was

penetrated, it appears that the PtAI 2 precipitates and some

a-Cr afforded further hot corrosion protection. The LTHA

platinum-aluminides, on the other hand, were not quite as
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effective. Although this coating structure possesses a thin

surface layer of PtA1 2 , which does improve LTHC performance

over the unmodified aluminides, once this barrier was

breached, the corrosion attack proceeded rapidly as

demonstrated in Figure B.13(a). This is to be expected from

a LTHA inward type coating which concentrates substrate

elements within the outer zone of the coating as opposed to

the HTLA outward type which has a surface zone relatively

free of substrate strengthening elements such as the

refractory metals. In general, the platinum aluminide test

results confirm the general consensus found within the

literature, i.e., a thick, continuous surface layer of PtA1 2

is the most resistant LTHC structure.

The chromium-aluminides were not quite as effective as

the PtAI 2 forming platinum-aluminides in enhancing LTHC

protectivity. The reason for this appears to be tied to the

amount of chromium (and its morphology) actually present

near the coating surface. For the LTHA chromium-aluminides,

a relatively high surface chromium enrichment resulted in a

more resistant surface structure than the unmodified

aluminides or the HTLA chromium-aluminides which had minimum

chromium in the outer zone. The HTLA (outward type)

chromium aluminide, on the other hand, had a higher chromium

concentration near the interdiffusion zone as might be

expected. This produced a coating structure that offered

little initial LTHC resistance but effectively slowed
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corrosion penetration once the chromium enriched

interdiffusion zone was reached. These localized chromium

concentrations are substantiated by the microprobe data

presented in Figures B.8(b) and B.l0(b). It is interesting

to note that for the low temperature hot corrosion testing,

even the best alumina formers still only produced a two-fold

Increase in overall LTHC performance.

The three chromium modified platinum-aluminides tested

in this study varied greatly in their LTHC resistance. Of

these three coating systems, the Process D coating (Cr + Pt

+ Al) performed best overall. By applying chromium first

and then platinum prior to.,aluminizing, a thick protective

layer of PtA1 2 formed on the surface as shown in Figure

B.24(a). Supporting the PtAl 2 surface layer, is a profuse

second phase of a-Cr within the underlying intermediate

zone. This sequential arrangement of protective layers

(i.e., PtA1 2 then c-Cr) combined to make the Process D

coating beneficial, not only for LTHC resistance, but HTHC

as well.

The Pt + (Cr + Al) - one step process only furnished

moderate LTHC resistance primarily because of its relatively

low surface chromium content. As shown in Figure B.20(b),

the concentration of chromium is low at the coating surface

but rises dramatically as the interdiffusion zone is

approached. This would account for its moderate overall

LTHC resistance and relatively low maximum depth of
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penetration. The corrosion attack proceeds rapidly through

the outer coating regions composed principally of NiAl, but

slows considerably once the zone of high chromium content is

reached.

The Process B coating (Pt + Cr + Al), which provided the

least LTHC resistance, had a discontinuous surface layer of

PtAI 2 with high amounts of nickel (probably NiAl) and some

chromium. This sequence of modifying element additions

(i.e., Pt first, then Cr) seems to have lowered the surface

platinum content and adversely affected the final coating

structure. Again it is the thickness and continuity of the

PtAI 2 surface layer that has emerged as the most important

factor for LTHC resistance.

Finally, LTHC performance appears to be related to the

overall thickness of the coating structure developed.

Figure B.26 presents the normalized average depth of

penetration as a function of overall coating thickness. For

the platinum-aluminides, the obvious trend is that LTHC

resistance varies directly with the overall coating

thickness, or alternatively, as the coating thickness

increased, average depth of penetration decreased. One

possible explanation for this is the increased isolation

from deleterious substrate elements that the thicker

coatings provide. It is not surprising then to find that

the Process D coating, which was one of the most resistai t

coatings, was also by far the thickest.
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C. HIGH TEMPERATURE HOT CORROSION TEST RESULTS

In contrast to the two-fold increases in protectivity

achieved during LTHC testinc, several of these same coatings

provided up to a ten-fold increase in HTHC resistance. From

the relative rankings of HTHC performance presented in Table

VI, the Process D coating and the HTLA/ITIA platinum-

aluminides once again appear as the most resistant

structures. The HTHC data reinforces the premise made

earlier, that high levels of platinum at the coating surface

(i.e., as PtAi 2 ) enhances overall hot corrosion resistance

considerably. Chromium additions were not nearly as

beneficial for the HTHC testing as they were in the low

temperature regime. In fact the chromium-aluminides.

performed only slightly better overall than the unmodified

aluminides as expected.

As observed in the LTHC testing, coatings with a

continuous PtAI 2 surface layer experienced relatively high

maximum depths of penetration. The initial HTHC resistance

of PtAI 2 at the coating surface was excellent, however, once

this layer was breached, the corrosion attack proceeded at a

fairly rapid pace. This was in contrast to the unmodified

aluminides which exhibited a more uzhiform corrosion front.

A HTHC coating thickness correlation also existed as

illustrated in Figure B.27. The thicker coating structures

were generally the ones that afforded the most HTHC

resistance. A notable exception to this observed trend was
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the thinner LTHA platinum-aluminides which formed a

relatively thick layer of PtAl 2 at the coating surface.

This anomaly only serves to reinforce the central premise of

"this investigation: platinum additions are beneficial to

overall hot corrosion resistance, especially when appearing

as a thick, continuous surface layer of PtAI 2 .
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on microstructural analyses of the as-received

coated specimens and the depth of penetration results from

the LTHC/HTHC experimental runs, the following conclusions

have been formulated:

1. Both Type 1 and Type 2 hot corrosion morphologies can

be effectively reproduced by the laboratory furnace

test rig assembled at the Naval Postgraduate School.

This relatively inexpensive method serves as a useful

screening device for obtaining a preliminary ranking

of coating structures and materials, as well as for

establishing archetype degradation morphologies for

mechanistic studies.

2. A significant thickness ,effect exists for both

platinum-modified and chromium-modified coatings. In

general for the platinum-modified aluminides, thick,

two-phase coatings displayed a greater propensity to

resist the LTHC/HTHC fluxing mechanisms than thin,

one-phase coatings. A notable exception to this

occurred when a continuous single phase of PtA1 2

formed at the coating surface.

3. Differences in the substrate material's inherent

corrosion resistance (i.e., IN-100 in lieu of IN-738)

had little effect on the coating structure or the mean
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depth of corrosion attack. Pre-existing surface flaws

in the coating structure, on the other hand, appeared

to be a much more significant variable and were found

to be especially detrimental to LTHC protectivity

behavior.

4. Coatings formed by an outward, low aluminum activity

(HTLA) process exhibited improved hot corrosion

performance over those produced utilizing an inward,

high activity (LTJA) process.

5. Chromium substantially improves LTHC resistance when

present in abundance at or near the coating surface.

This enhanced protectivity can also be achieved with a

chromium reservoir located within an internal layer of

the coating provided pits on the order of 1.5 mils can

be tolerated.

6. The presence of platinum concentrated near the coating

surface markedly improves the HTHC resistance of

diffusion aluminide coatings. LTHC performance, on

the other hand, was not influenced as significantly by

platinum additions, although, in some cases (i.e.,

when a continuous PtAI 2 surface layer exists)

substantial improvement was noted.

7. Platinum-modified aluminide coatings can exhibit a

wide range of structural variations depending

primarily upon the pre-aluminizing diffusion treatment

and the aluminizing process employed.
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S. Platinum additions prior to the aluminizing step,

significantly reduced the emergence of deleterious

refractory metal precipitates within the outer regions

of the coating structure.

9. All of the Pt-Al structures examined were found to be

outstanding alumina formers. Additionally, the

alumina adherence was excellent. However, once this

layer was breached, the rate of corrosion attack

equaled that of the unmodified aluminides.

10. Modifying the standard aluminide with both Cr and Pt

can be beneficial when the deposition sequence results

in a structure consisting of a continuous PtAI 2 outer

layer supported by .an inner layer containing a high

chromium content. This Cr-Pt-Al deposition sequence

seems to be especially beneficial for LTHC resistance

when a HTLA aluminizing step is utilized. In some

cases (i.e., when platinum is applied first, then

chromium) it eppeared that the chromium addition

actually disruptei, or interfered with, the beneficial

effects of the platinum.

11. Coated IN-100 test pins experienced a selected

undercutting at their uncoated ends during HTHC

testing and therefore were not included in this

research.

This investigation was an initial attempt to gain some

insight into the overall hot corrosion resistance of some of
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the more promising coating system combinations currently

being applied to nickel-based superalloy substrates. The

"following recommendations are offered for future research in

order to better understand these coating structures and the

factors affecting their performance:

1. An Energy-Dispersion X-ray Analysis should be

performed on the coated specimens employed in this

study. This EDAX testing would complement the electron

microprobe scans in identifying specific phases

present and the key diffusion mechanisms in effect.

2. Expand testing to include LTHA chromium-modified

platinum aluminides for comparison with Process D

coating structures. This study should be limited to

coatings of similar thicknesses in order to remove

this parameter variation and derive a more precise

indication of coating system performance.

3. In this investigation, observed trends and conclusions

were based upon the results of a limited number of

test specimens. In future studies, it would be

advantageous to conduct multiple sample testing of

these same coated spacimens in order to reduce

statistical scatter/error and be able to assemble a

more comprehensive data base.
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APIUDIX As TABLM s I-VI

TABLE I

SU4AARY OF HOT CORROSION MECHANISMS

.sels e Propagation modes or vac"Corretou of
-Superalloys by 15250 'Depaeut

t. Hod" EzvvLtax Et. modeas tol-vng
n uxi| Reactions A Component of

the Deposit
.Bsic
• A41dL6 SuJ. tawa

-. Au i -sul*fder

Ae. !a"it ,mcesses

"* 1. D.sSo.atina of lea"ctos hoduct B•arse,, (i.e. AQ) Due co g.-
1 of Sulfur and Ozxg en m u the NIa2O5 ýby the Meta.L or Alloy:

2- 2-S04 (sulfate -11/2 S2 (for reaction + 3/2 O2 (•O• reac•iou + O (for reaction'
deposit) with alloy) vwih alloy) vith AO)

Reaction between AO and oxide ions cza follov 2 courses:

(a) Continuous dissolution of. AD

A(alloy)+ 1/2 02 02" . A02 -

aUu SO , on, erced rt . AO, and attack is dependent on

AMU4 o NZS0 iiuzc±&ly Present.

(b) Solucion and reprecipitacioa

A(alloy)+l/2 0 + 02-,.AO46 Csolution)A O(precipitace)+02-

A supply of SO3 Ls cequired in order for ac:.=ck co pcoceed
idefinicely, othenr'.e attick wi,1l1 stop when melt becoes

sufficiently basic at precipitacton site.
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TABLE I
Suvmay of Hot Corrosion Mechanisms (con't)

S. AS1ic Oroces..

1. Gas PhASe Induced

(a) Formacion of ASO in .i1so:
4 ' 2-

A(aLLo + SO3 + L/2 02 A + So2

Continuous ,solucion of ASO4 in NaS0O requires continuo,
suppLy of SO and 0 from gas.

3 2

(b) SoLuction and Precipitacion of AO in Ha 2SO4 Due to Reducctior.
of so3:

A(alloy) 4- SO (from $au)" A +4 so (La malt)
A+ 4- so +L/2 02 (frou gas) - AO (precipitace) + SO

Cc) Nouprececcive B.accion Product larrier formacion dus to
rapi4d ramval of bae geJm: (a.&. Co, Nit) frow alloy by
milten deposi. (33).

(d) Solu•ion and. Pecipitacion of AO as a Rasult of Negacive

Gradienc Ln Solubi.lty of AO i N a 2SO4 as in 3.

2. Alloy Thase tnduced

(a) Solution of AO in Na2 $so4 Modified by Second Oxide from A.Lloy
(i.e. 303).

Sequence :

L. •odificacion of Nla$SO by 303
24. 3

(a.lloy) 4-312 0 4S2 + o4 3 4+s
ii. Solution reaction for AO, Na,2 so, becomes enriched in A.SO

A(alloy) + SValloy +4 202 A2 + B02

or
iii. SoLucion and repricipicacion

A(alloy) *. V(alloy) + 20 2+- 2 -4- - O3
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TABLE II

IN 100 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Nominal

Element Weiht Percent

Ni 60.54

Cr 10.00

Co 15.00

Mo 3.00

Ti 4.70

Al 5.50

C 0.18

B 0.014

Zr 0.06

V 1.00
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TABLE III

IN 738 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Nominal
Element eiht Percent,

Ni 60.42

Cr 16.00

Co 8.50

Mo 1.75

W 2.60

Ti 3.40

Al 3.40

Nb 0.90

Ta. 1.75

C 0.17

B 0.01

Zr 0.10

Fe 0.50 (max)

Mn 0.20 (max)

Si 0.30 (max)
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF COATING DEPOSITION PROCESSES

Coating Process

LTHA Diffusion Aluminide 1) Aluminizing - LTHA process*
2) Diffuse at 1080°C for 4 hours

HTLA Diffusion Aluminide 1) Aluminizing - HTLA process**
2) Diffuse at 1080 0 C for 4 hours

Process A 1) Platinizing - Electroplate
2) Aluminizing - HTLA process
3) Diffuse at 1080 0 C for 4 hours

LTHA Platinum - Aluminide 1) Platinizing - Electroplate
2) Diffuse at 870 0C for h hour
3) Aluminizing - LTHA process
4) Diffuse at 1080 0 C for 4 hours

ITIA Platinum.- Aluminide 1) Platinizing - Electroplate
2) Diffuse at 10500 C for 1 hour
3) Aluminizing - ITIA process***
4) Diffuse at 980 0 C for 3.5 hours

HTLA Platinum - Aluminilde 1) Platinizing - Electroplate
2) Diffuse at 870°C for 4 hours
3) Aluminizing - HTLA process
4) Diffuse at 1080 0 C for hours

*LTHA process in most industrial application involves chemical
vapor deposition in the pack at approximately 760 0 C for 1
hour.

**HTLA process in most industrial applications involves
chemical vapor deposition at 1020-1100 0 C for 3-8 hours.
Specimens in this study were aluminized out of the pack.

***ITIA process in most industrial applications involves
chemical vapor deposition at 850*C for 2-4 hours in a halide-
free Al vapor.
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TABLE IV

Summary of Coating Deposition Processes (cont'd.)

Coating Process

LTHA Chromium - Aluminide 1) Chromizing - Pack Cementation
at 1060 0 C for 7 hours

2) Aluminizing - LTHA process*
3) Diffuse at 1080*C for 4 hours

HTLA Chromium - Aluminide l) Chromizing - Pack Cementation
at 1060 0 C for 7 hours

2) Aluminizing - HTLA process**
3) Diffuse at 10800C for 4 hours

Pt + Cr + Al (Single Sten) 1) Platinizing - Electroplate
2) Chromize and Aluminize

Sequentially in a Single Step
Process

3) Diffuse at 1080%C for 4 hours

Pt + Cr + Al (2 Step) 1) Platinizing - Electroplate
Process B 2) Chromizing - Pack Cementation

at 1060 0 C for 7 hours
3) Aluminizing - HTLA process
4) Diffuse at 1080 0 C for 4 hours

Cr + Pt + Al (2 Step) 1) Chromizing - Pack Cementation
Process D at 1060%C for 7 hours

2) Platinizing - Electroplate
3) Aluminizing - HTLA process
4) Diffuse at 1080'C for 4 hours

*LTHA process in most industrial applications involves chemical
vapor deposition in the pack at approximately 760 0 C for 1 hour.

**HTLA process in most industrial applications involves chemical
vapor deposition at 1080'C for 4 hours. Specimens in this
study were aluminized out of the pack.
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AIPEUDIX 3: FIGURES B.1-- B.27

,Gas Induced Acidic
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0
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z *:Sulfidation
o Chlorine Induced

_ Effects
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Figure B.1 Relative Rates of Hot Corrosion Attack
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Figure B.2(a) Uncoated Substrate/IN-738 (as-received).
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Figure B.2(b) Composition of Uncoated Substrate/IN-738.
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Figure B.3(a) Uncoated Substrate/IN-738 (LTHC-1OO hrs).

30 Am

Figure B.3(b) Uncoated Substrate/IN-738 (ETHC-200 hrs).
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Figure S.4(a) LTHA Diffusion Aluminide/INWI0 0 (as-received).
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Figure B.4(b) Composition of LTHA Diffusion Aluminide!

IN-100.
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Figure B.5(a) "LTHA Diffusion AluminideiIN-100 (LTEC-100 hrs).
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Figure B.5(b) Composition of LTHA Diffusion Aluminide/
IN-100 (LTHC-100 hrs).
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Figure B.6(a) HTLA Diffusion Aluminide/IN-738 (as-received).
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Figure B.6(b) Composition of HTLA Diffusion Aluminide/IN-738.
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-- --- 30

Figure B.7(a) ETLA Diffusioni Aluminide/IN-738 *(LTHC-1.OO hrs).

Figure B.7(b) HTLA Diffusion Aluminide/IN-738 (HTHC-200 hrs).
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.Figure B'8(a) LTHA Chromium-Aluminide/IN-739 (as received).
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Figure B.8(b) Composition of LTHA Chromium-Aluminide/IN-'738.
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Figue D9{a LTA Cromm-Aumiid~IN- 30 (LTH-10hr

Figure B.9(b)' LTHA Chromiuin-Aluminidea/IN-738 (LTHC-200 hrs).
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Figure B.10(a) HTLA Chromium-Aluminide/IN-738 (as-received).
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Figure B.1O(b) Composition of HTLA Chrcmium-Aluminide/IN-738.
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Figure B.11(a) UTLA Ckiromium-Alwuinide/IN-738 (LT!RC-1OO hrs).

Figure B.11(b) HTLA Chromium-Aluminide/IN-738 (HTHC-200 hrs).
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Figure B.12(a) LTHA PlAtinum-Aluminide/19-738 (as-received).
"J Pre-Aluminizing. Diffusion Heat Treatment

(1925*F/lhr)
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Figure B.12(b) of LTHA Platinum-Alu""inie/IN-738.

Pre-Aluminizing Diffusion Heat Treatment
(1925 0F/lhr)
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Figure 3.13(a) LTRIA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738 (LTEC-100 hrs).
Pre-Aluminizing Deffusion Heat Treatment'
(1925*F/lhr)

Figure 8.13(b) LTHA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738 (HTHC-200 hrs).
Pre-Aluminizing Diffusion Heat Treatment
(1925*F/1 hr)
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Figure B.14 (a) LTHA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738 .(as-received).
Pre-Aluminizing Diffusion Heat Treatment
(1600*F/h hr)
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Figure B.14(b) Composition of LTHA Platinum - Alumlnidea/IN-738 5
Pre-Aluminizing Diffusion Heat Treatment
(1600*F/½ hr)
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Figure B.15(a) LTIIA Platinum -Aluminide/IN-738 (LTHC-1OO hrs).
Pre-Aiuminizk~ng Diffusion Heat Treatment
(1600*P/h hr)

U-,,,ure 3.15(b) ILTHA Platinumn-Aluininide/IN-738 (IITHC-2'00 hrs).
Pre-Alurninizing Diffusion Heat Treatment
(1600*F/½ hr)
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Ficlure B.i6 (a) ITIA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738 (as-received).
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Figure B.16(b) COMPOSiticri 4if I~lA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738.
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Figure B.17(a) ITIA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738 (LTEC-100 hrs)~

Figure B.17(b) ITIA Platinum-Alumi~nide/IN--738 (HTHC-200 hrs).
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Figure B.18(a) HTLA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738 (as-received).
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Figure B.18(b) Composition of H12LA Platinum-Aluminide/IN-738.
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* Fgur B19() TLAPltinm-lumnid/I-73 (THC10JhrA)

Figure B.19(b) HTLA Platinum-Alumiflide,/IN-738 (HTHC-200 hrs.).
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Figure B,20(a) Pt + (Cr + Al) - Single Step/IN-738 (as-received).
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Figure B.20(b) Composition of Pt + (Cr + Al) - Single Step/

IN-738.
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'Figure B.21(a) Pt + (Cz + Al) -Single Step/In-738
(LTHC-100 hr.).

Figure B.21(b) Pt + (Cr + Al) -Single Step/

In-738 (HTHC-200 hrs).
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Figure 3.22(a) Process B/In-738 (as-received).
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Figure B.22(b) Composition of Process B/In-738.
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Figure B.23(a) .Process B/IN-738 (LTHC-100 hrs).

Figure B.~23(bi Process B/IN-738 (HTHC-200 hrs).
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Figure 8.24(a) Process D/IN-738 (as-recel.'ed).
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Figure B.24(b) Composition of Process D/IN-738.
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Figure B.25(b) Process D/IN-738 (HTHC-200 hrs).
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Figure B.26 Normalized Average Depth of Penetration

(LTHC) vs Overall Coating Thickness.
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Figure B.27 Normalized Averaged Depth of Penetration

(HTHC) vs Overall Coating Thickness.
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